Poster Outline Worksheet (15 points)

Name: __________________________________________________________

Introduction/Research Question:

Main Argument: How will you group your ideas? (Note: you don’t need 5 support points per section)

Background: __________________________________________________________

   i. Supporting detail 1: _____________________________________________
   ii. Supporting detail 2: _____________________________________________
   iii. Supporting detail 3: _____________________________________________
   iv. Supporting detail 4: _____________________________________________
   v. Supporting detail 5: _____________________________________________

Section 1: __________________________________________________

   vi. Supporting detail 1: _____________________________________________
   vii. Supporting detail 2: _____________________________________________
   viii. Supporting detail 3: _____________________________________________
   ix. Supporting detail 4: _____________________________________________
  x. Supporting detail 5: _____________________________________________

Section 2: _________________________________________________

 xi. Supporting detail 1: _____________________________________________
  xii. Supporting detail 2: _____________________________________________
  xiii. Supporting detail 3: _____________________________________________
  xiv. Supporting detail 4: _____________________________________________
 xv. Supporting detail 5: _____________________________________________
Section 3: ________________________________

xvi. Supporting detail 1: ________________________________

xvii. Supporting detail 2: ________________________________

xviii. Supporting detail 3: ________________________________

xix. Supporting detail 4: ________________________________

xx. Supporting detail 5: ________________________________

(Optional) Section 4: ________________________________

xxi. Supporting detail 1: ________________________________

xxii. Supporting detail 2: ________________________________

xxiii. Supporting detail 3: ________________________________

xxiv. Supporting detail 4: ________________________________

xxv. Supporting detail 5: ________________________________

What infographics (graphs, charts, diagrams, or maps) will you include? Which sections will they connect to?

What images will you include, either created yourself or from sources? Which sections will they connect to?

Conclusion/Findings: